
Representatives of manu-
facturers and media com-
panies converged on PASA

Park near Barry, Illinois June 7-
10, 2010 for the fourth annual
Bowhunting Round Table.
Organized by the Media Direct
agency headed by Mark Side-
linger and his wife, Kim Cahalan,
the mid-year event has grown to

attract many of the top brands,
publications and networks.

Manufacturers come in for a day,
setting up their samples at a table in
the club house, on the porch or on
one of the shooting ranges. Media
people were assigned to groups of
two or three and rotated through the
stations at 30 minute intervals.
People like myself, there for all three
days, had a great chance to gather
information and make new contacts

from approximately 30 manufactur-
ers, spanning the alphabet from
Ameristep to Wildgame Innovations.

To give our readers a better sense
of what I experienced, I'll cover the
companies in the order I encoun-
tered them. 

Easton
Marketing Director Gary

Cornum and Ad Coordinator Rich
Packer talked first about the small

PASA Park Event Brings Media,
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PASA Park Founder,
CEO and President Dick
Metcalf talks with Mark
Sidelinger (right) of
Media Direct while hold-
ing one of the Non-
Typical Rapid Rails from
Ameristep. Metcalf not
only oversees the facility
with its multiple ranges,
he’s provided many of
the clubhouse “decora-
tions” in the way of tro-
phy whitetails.
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diameter Axis arrow introduced in
2004 and upgraded in 2009 with the
addition of super-strong carbon

nanotubes. Don’t think the Axis is a
sleeved arrow: the nanotubes are so
tiny they look like black dust. Added

to the resin that
holds the conven-
tional carbon
fibers, the nan-
otubes are “func-
tionalized” in a
way that reinforces
the matrix.

Easton worked
with Bayer, a
leader in nanotube
technology, to
come up with the
stronger shaft.
Built at the same
Salt Lake City,
Utah, plant that
makes its other
carbon, aluminum
and aluminum-
carbon shafts, the
ST Axis N-Fused

Carbon did prove to be about 10 per-
cent stronger than the original Axis,
Cornum said. An unexpected benefit
was the nanotubes aid in vibration
dampening, so the arrow recovers
quicker off the rest, improving accu-
racy especially with bows that may
not be perfectly tuned.

The small diameter of the ST
Axis N-Fused Carbon helps improve
penetration, but your customers can
get more kinetic energy with the alu-
minum-sheath version, the ST Axis
Full Metal Jacket. “Carbon and alu-
minum both have strengths and
weaknesses,” Cornum said frankly.
“When you put both in an arrow you
can take the best qualities of each
and get them to work in concert.”

An obvious benefit of the Full
Metal Jacket approach is that, just
like an all-aluminum shaft, the
smooth metal surface makes it so
much easier to pull the arrows out
of a dense foam target.

The smooth-
ness of an alu-
minum arrow, or
arrow skin, is an
example of the
material’s consis-
tency, a character-
istic that makes it
easier to produce a
straight arrow and
one with consis-
tent spine. That’s
why top indoor
shooters typically
opt for aluminum
arrows, Cornum
said. Over the years
Easton has devel-
oped many propri-
etary techniques
for producing
straight aluminum
arrow tubes and for
straightening those
that don’t start per-

Manufacturers Face to Face
By Tim Dehn
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Easton’s Gary Cornum and Rich Packer get ready for their first session with the media while Media Direct’s
Kim Cahalan works in the background and keeps track of the 30-minute rotation schedule.

Below, Jeff Bergmann of Providence Marketing Group (at left) talks with Scott Maloch (center) and Ken Piper
of the Buckmaster’s organization about a client’s recall of a product. As Senior Advertising Sales
Representative Maloch heads up advertising sales for Rack, GunHunter and Buckmasters Whitetail Magazine
while Ken Piper is executive editor for all three. Bergmann and Glenn Walker of Providence were at the event
to support multiple manufacturers, including a large new client, Sitka Gear.
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fectly straight. (The Easton family
has also invested heavily in improv-
ing how efficiently it can produce
arrows in Salt Lake, so it can contin-
ue to employ a U.S. labor force while
competing with brands built with
cheaper foreign labor.)

“Carbon shafts have to be
straight as they come off the line,”
Cornum noted, and since the carbon
and resin matrix may vary slightly
along and around the shaft, it is
tough for carbon arrows to match an
aluminum arrow’s consistency. On
the other hand, carbon is very
strong, especially along the length of
the shaft.

“People moved to carbon arrows
in the first place because of their
durability,” Rich Packer noted.
“However, our Full Metal Jacket
doesn’t dent and crease like an alu-
minum tube could.”

“I’m trying to steer the average
whitetail guy toward something like
this Full Metal Jacket,” Cornum said
about the company’s marketing. “It’s
a quiet setup and a hard-hitting
setup. You don’t really need a lot of
speed at 20 yards.”

Easton is offering customers a
$15 factory rebate on the Axis Full
Metal Jacket. You can get more infor-
mation by calling (801) 539-1400.

Wildlife Research Center
Communications Director Ron

Bice steered my attention to a new
package and a new product in the
Wildlife Research Center line. The
Scent Killer Power Pack combines a
big 24 ounce spray bottle of the liq-
uid that’s labeled 99 percent effective
at destroying human odor, with a
bright blue 42 ounce refill. Priced to
retail at $27.99, it’s a package that

should last even
avid hunters all
season.

The Minnesota
firm is now using a
high output spray
head with a wide,
comfortable trig-
ger, Bice said.
That’s going to
make it easier to
spray down your
boots and gear
before your hunt

and to pre-treat your hunting
clothes. “A lot of consumers believe
Scent Killer only works when it is
wet. Our product works wet or dry.
The active ingredient lasts for days.
By pre-treating your clothes you'll
probably get better coverage and
they will be comfortable and dry
when you wear them.”

The company headed by John
Burgeson has found a novel way to
put odor control to work, in a new
Hot Scrape Mock Scrape Kit. “This is
a way to kick start a mock scrape. It’s
a two-step process. After scraping
with a stick or tool down to bare
earth, you spray bottle one to elimi-
nate any added foreign odor and to
add the fresh earth smell that is very
attractive to deer. Step number two
is the activator, which adds the
smells deer leave in a fresh scrape.”

While the kit is complete Bice
wouldn’t discourage a dealer from
selling a bottle or two of Active
Scrape Scent and an Ultimate Scrape
Dripper that will freshen the scrape
daily until the customer has a chance
to hunt it. “The thing about creating
mock scrapes is, it’s just fun. The first
time you get a response will be like
the first time you rattle in a buck.”

For more information on these
and other new products from
Wildlife Research Center, call (800)
USE LURE.
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Ron Bice of Wildlife Research Center (right) reviews an inter-
view he just taped with Jared Gustafson of The Outdoor
Channel. At right, these Scent Killer and Hot-Scrape combo pack-
ages are new for 2010 from the scent and scent-control firm.

Easton builds the Full Metal Jacket in this Camo or a Gun Metal Black finish, in 500 to 300 spines that weigh
from 9.1 to 12 grains per inch (gpi). A Dangerous Game version weighs 16 gpi in 300 spine, 17.7 gpi in 250.
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The Phantom CLS features 
TenPoint’s Compact Limb 

System Technology (CLS) – a 
collection of bow-assembly 

features which produce 
a shot so smooth, quiet 
and vibration free that 

it is difficult to believe it 
delivers its payload with such 
overwhelming speed, power 

and accuracy.

 

Sleek, compact and 
maneuverable, the Phantom 

CLS is the unparalleled   
industry leader in modern 

crossbow technology.

Maximum rotation 
MR™ cams.

12” 185-pound 
IsoTaper™ 
compact limbs.

Compact & maneuverable
17.5” axle-to-axle when cocked.

Integrated machined riser and foot 
stirrup for strength and stability. 

13” power stroke.

Shoulder it. Shoot it. 

Another TenPoint high-
 performance experience 
you won’t soon forget.

330.628.9245   tenpointcrossbows.com

343 fps

109.7 fp 
kinetic energy

To learn more about the Phantom CLS, 
please visit our website at 

www.tenpointcrossbows.com

Still the Best Big Game Crossbow Ever Made!
Introduced in 2007 ...
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Primetime Archery
From one of the best-known brands I moved over to

one of the newest. Texans Jeff McFatridge, Dr. Robert
Nolen and Monte Swanzy have teamed up to help bring
a lighted release to market. The release uses a red LED
with a thumb operated pressure switch. It will light your
peep and front pins, without reaching out far enough to
illuminate the target and run afoul of game regulations.

McFatridge, a retired contractor, said he found he
needed a light to be able to use all legal shooting time
when he hunts from a darkened blind. He also wanted to
enjoy hog-hunting, something many states allow night
and day. “In Texas I’ll hunt pigs all night long under a full
moon with this,” McFatridge said. “It’s easy to see the
pigs in the moonlight and because you’re not using a
spotlight they keep coming back.”

The light is on a pressure switch so you only need
illuminate it after coming to your anchor point. Having it
on during the motion of the draw would make it much
more likely that the quarry could spot it and spook. The
Primetime Archery release also has a removable strap, so
it is easy to launder it along with your hunting clothes.
Having a release that’s been in contact with your skin for
hours and hours and not being able to wash the fabric
portion didn’t make sense to McFatridge, who said he is
a fanatic about scent control.

McFatridge had a prototype of the release at the
Round Table, but expects to be in production soon. You
can find out more about the product and pricing by call-
ing Dr. Nolen at (817) 437-4888.

Delta Sports Products
Marketing Manager Krista Huffman and Jacob

Stark, the company’s new sales manager, were set up
on one of the pistol ranges with the latest archery tar-
gets in the Delta and McKenzie lines. Stark had been
shooting the Archer’s Choice Real World Buck to
demonstrate how that 3D target would rotate on its
stand with the impact of each arrow. Developed in
conjunction with the Archer’s Choice TV hosts Ralph
and Vicki Cianciarulo, the deer can present a variety of
angles while the hunter shoots from a single position.

The left side of the replaceable vitals is sculptured and
colored to show heart, lungs, liver, spine, intestines and
leg and shoulder bones, so Stark regards it as a great
teaching aid for indi-
vidual bowhunters
and for hunter edu-
cation classes. 

Stark had me
shoot the new Team
Realtree E-Z Pull
Buck, so I could see
how easy it was to

34

A prototype of the Prime Time Archery
release. The oversized body houses not
only the release mechanism but a LED
light and long-life replaceable battery.

Delta’s Jacob Stark
demonstrates how
legs and head are
easy to lock into
position on the
Archer’s Choice Real
World Buck. You can
step in or hammer in
the lower portion of
the stand, then the
upper portion sits on
it and allows it to
rotate to a new angle
with each arrow.

Krista Huffman was
promoted to marketing
manager when former
Sales and Marketing
Manager Jen Kresser
took over as president
of Delta Sport
Products. Here Krista
has stacked targets
aimed at the growing
crossbow market,
including the 18-inch
square Delta Speed
Bag Quad (bottom) and
the McKenzie
ShotBlocker Crossbow,
McKenzie Team
Realtree Kickstart and
McKenzie Crossbow
Discharge target.
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pull the arrow from the spongy, self-
healing midsection. “The McKenzie
line has many high end targets with
EZ-Flex foam vitals, but a lot of guys
can’t find them,” Stark confided.
Because of the higher price points
these life-size targets are typically
purchased by clubs, not stocked by
retailers. The Dike, Iowa target man-

ufacturer is partnering with Realtree
to promote this smaller-bodied
buck, which carries a MSRP of
$179.99.

Solid EZ-Flex foam is used to
build the new Team Realtree
Kickstart target. The 12-inch cube
has angled sides that make it easy to
toss or kick it to a new position.

Krista Huffman drew attention
to the company’s strong lineup of
crossbow targets. Priced at just $40,
the new McKenzie Crossbow
Discharge Target was designed for
close-range unloading of crossbows
after the day’s hunt. There is a high
density McKenzie ShotBlocker
Crossbow target for use with field
points or broadheads. “Our Speed
Bag Quad is also wonderful for cross-
bows as long as you’re shooting field
points,” she said about that 18-inch
square Delta brand target priced at
$50. 

Reach the firm at (800) 708-0673.

New Archery Products
New Archery Products had a

handful of new products to go along
with its new logo and stronger, more
unified marketing approach.

The company designed an all-
metal, full capture drop-away rest,
the Apache. It’s assembled in the
Forest Park, Illinois plant of compo-
nents made overseas, allowing it to
retail for just $59. The sturdy rest has
tool-free adjustments and comes

The Apache is a rugged, full-con-
tainment drop-away rest that is
quick to set up because of its tool-
free design. It’s shown here holding
an arrow guided by the company’s
QuikFletch, which combines arrow
wrap and fletching in one. The
fletch is pre-applied to the shrink
wrap tubing, which you slip over
the shaft and dip in hot water for
10 seconds to apply. NAP has racks
and heating units to speed the
process, which Kozlik said is rapid-
ly winning fans from retailers
happy to set aside bulky turntables
full of fletching jigs and the smelly
adhesives that go along with the
traditional method. The kicker-
equipped QuickSpin vanes rotate
arrows five times faster, which
Kozlik said can tighten groups.
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with silencing foam already installed
on the guard, with felt on the launch-
er. “This is one of the quietest rests
we’ve ever made and it is very forgiv-
ing about any kind of form error,”
Engineer Chris Kozlik told me.

The BloodRunner three blade
broadhead sold great last year and
this year NAP has added a two blade
version which is 1-1/8 inches in
flight, opening to a wide 2-1/16 inch
cut as it touches hide. “Not only does
it make giant holes as it goes in, but
you’ve got an excellent chance of an
exit wound,” Kozlik said. NAP now
has brightly colored, laser-engraved
practice heads to match both styles.
The firm also sells replacement
blades that are pre-installed in a car-
tridge that comes with the hardened
steel tip: Customers can renew their
BloodRunners that way for about
half the cost of a new pack.

Now in its 38th year, NAP has
introduced dramatic new versions of
its two most famous broadheads, the
Thunderhead and Spitfire. “The
Thunderhead was completely
redesigned to create the
Thunderhead Edge,” Kozlik said.
“Now there is no lock ring or O-ring
holding the individual blades,
because the blades are bolted into
the ferrule. The offset blades make a
bigger hole in the animal. Because of
the way it is cutting off-center, the
hole stays open and the animal
bleeds out faster.”

New Archery Products continues
to use very fine German stainless steel
for the blades on this 100-grain
model, but they have been given  ser-
rations at the mid-point that
improves their ability to cut bone. A
combination of straight and scalloped
cutting edge is also used on the 100
grain Spitfire Edge, a new three-blade
broadhead with a big 1-3/4 inch cut-
ting diameter. 

You can read more about the
development of these broadheads,

and NAP’s new mar-
keting strategy, in a
company profile in
this issue. For more
details on the entire
product line, request
a catalog and price
sheet by calling (800)
323-1279.

Hoyt
Hoyt Marketing

Manager Jeremy
Eldredge had the
new Carbon Matrix
and Maxxis models
on hand, along with a
video of him and the
rest of the marketing
team apparently
intent on destroying
one of the firm’s
$1,600 carbon riser
models. Eldredge
said negative chatter
on a website about
how fragile a carbon riser bow could
be prompted the team to film a
Carbon Matrix being driven over,
parked on and spun from under the
wheels of vehicles up to a Ford F350
one-ton pickup. After accessories
were remounted, the bow was used
to shoot spots. The riser is formed of
super strong carbon tubes by Italy’s
Prince Sports, which makes other
ultralight sporting gear like tennis
rackets.

“The biggest benefit of carbon
over aluminum is the strength to
weight ratio,” he said in commenting
on the 35 inch bow’s 3.8 pound mass
weight. Like the riser on all other

Hoyt hunting bows the carbon riser
had to withstand 1,500 simulated
dry-fires at the punishing 80 pound,
30-inch draw specifications.
Eldredge said Hoyt staffers used a
hacksaw to cut halfway through the
carbon tubes, and subjected the test
bow to a couple hundred additional
dry-fire cycles.

While Eldredge said Hoyt already
has already sold thousands of this
costly Carbon Matrix, most Hoyt fans
are opting for the new Maxxis priced
at $929 in 31 and 35 inch versions.
“The Maxxis is the follow-up to the
AlphaMax and has several upgrades.”
Instead of a cable guard slider carried

President Andy Simo and his design team at
NAP did extensive research to come up with a
blade style that would increase bone cutting
ability without loading up the slots with flesh
and hide. The company worked with its long-
time blade supplier to adapt machinery to cut
the wicked looking serrations from one side of
the famously-sharp Diamize blades. To protect
the edges (and worker’s fingers) automated
machinery is used to assemble these
Thunderhead Edge (at left) and Spitfire Edge
broadheads at the headquarters in Illinois.

Hoyt Marketing Manager Jeremy Eldredge draws a Maxxis to
demonstrate how dramatically the five-layer laminated limbs
curve inward. Meanwhile his laptop computer is displaying an
image of a pickup truck parked with its front wheels on a
Carbon Matrix model.

36
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Introducing the only broadhead licensed 

to carry the Mathews name.

NEW and designed to be “fast acting” on Whitetail sized game. A full 
2-inch cut 3-blade makes it among the largest in the industry! Features 

Grim Reaper’s new single piece, stainless RazorCut™ tip design. 100gr 3-blade.

NEW “Crossbow Approved” 100gr 3-blade for high
performance bows and crossbows. Tested and proven at
speeds over 400 fps and accurate to ranges of 100 yards
and more. One piece, stainless RazorCut™ tip. 1 3/8” cut.

Mathews Edition Fixed blade with AIRFOIL™ Technology. Trailing
edge of blades are razor sharp, reducing noise and improving flight.

PLUS the added benefit of a blade that cuts going in AND coming out
for maximum effectiveness. 1 3/16” cut 3-blade.

Available from
Mathews® Dealers

everywhere

®

®

91 East 780 South #3 • Provo UT 84606 
Toll Free. 877-Grim Reaper (877-474-6732) 
Tel. 801-377-6199 • Fax. 801-373-3759 

grimreaperbroadheads.com
100% made in USA
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on a carbon rod, the 2010 Maxxis uses
a roller style guard that reduces
torque in the system. The Stealth Shot
last year used a rubber cushion glued
to a plastic base. Now the rubber is
co-molded with the base to prevent
any separation. “It was a potential
problem if it had not been glued
properly,” the marketing manager
commented. “We were also able to
slim down the grip, which is very
important for accuracy.”

Hoyt understands that its dealer
base needs more affordable models
as well, Eldredge said, like the
TurboHawk that retails in the $500 to
$600 range, and an even more
affordable SuperHawk. These bows
have TEC-style risers die-cast of
magnesium, which is why Hoyt can
price them lower than models like
the Maxxis that uses a riser cut from
aluminum. “Starting July 1 we’ll be
offering a $50 consumer rebate on
those bows. Our dealers really loved
that last year.” 

For more details on these mod-
els, reach Hoyt at (801) 363-2990.

TenPoint & Wicked Ridge
Rick Bednar, CEO of TenPoint

Crossbow Technologies, was at the
Bowhunting Round Table with his
son Phil, now the assistant director
of marketing. With 14 patents on it’s
existing crossbows the company is a
leader in crossbow technology, and
Rick Bednar said another 13 innova-
tions are working their way through
the patent process.

“Our PowerTouch Trigger is one
of our selling points,” the CEO com-
mented. “A number of magazine
articles have called it the best trigger
in the industry. In addition we have
integrated cocking mechanisms that
allow younger hunters, older hunters
and handicapped hunters to enjoy
our crossbows.”

Phil Bednar demonstrated how
the rope-style ACU-52 could be used
to quietly cock a Wicked Ridge cross-
bow in under ten seconds. Rick
Bednar attached a handle to the
stock-mounted ACUdraw of a 180

pound draw weight TenPoint model,
and demonstrated how the cocking
effort was reduced to 3 pounds. The
ability of a single finger to turn the
crank illustrates how a severely
handicapped person might still be
able to enjoy hunting with a cross-
bow like the compact TurboXLT.

Rick Bednar listed seven states
which are looking at loosening
restrictions on crossbows, from
making handicapped permits easier
to obtain to opening up archery sea-
sons to full crossbow use. He said
state game departments are recog-
nizing that crossbows can get people
involved in bowhunting at an earlier
age and can retain them when age
issues or busy lifestyles might keep
them from buying a hunting license
to use a vertical bow. Then he offered
writers at the camp the ability to
duplicate a demonstration the com-
pany had earlier filmed. The ones I
watched were able to hit a 3D bear
target at 75 yards, by aiming at a
bulls-eye 4 feet above it. It was a very

Hoyt’s new Vicxen is a ladies only model
dressed up with pink strings and pink
accented grip. The 33 inch bow comes in
draw lengths from 23 to 29 inches. Weight
ranges start at 20-30 and top out at 60-70.
Vicki Cianciarulo’s signature appears on
the limbs.

At left, Phil Bednar is cocking the Wicked
Ridge Invader with a built-in ACU-52, a
rope-style cocking aid that fits neatly in
the stock. It comes with the crossbow and
takes just a few minutes for the dealer or
customer to mount. Below, Phil’s father
Rick is demonstrating how the crank-style
ACUdraw allows just about anyone to
cock a hunting weight crossbow, as it low-
ers the cocking effort to 3 pounds. The rod
below the crossbow is a SteddyEddy
Monopod to help support the unit’s
weight while in the shooting position. A
seated hunter can rest it on the  ground,
while a standing hunter can slant it back
against the hip.

38
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graphic demonstration of the fact
that while people can quickly learn
to be accurate with a crossbow, it
remains a short-range weapon with

a rainbow trajecto-
ry. 

You can get
more details about
TenPoint, 6 Point
and Wicked Ridge
models at (330)
628-9245.

Truglo
Aaron Dusek

was at PASA Park
r e p r e s e n t i n g
Truglo and its Apex
Gear brand. Dusek
is a new national
sales manager for
the company,
responsible for
west of the
Mississippi while
Danny Kerley has
the territory east
of that waterway.

Dusek showed
me the lightweight

new Carbon XS sight. It looks like a
finely made aluminum sight until
you pick it up and realize it is uncan-
nily light, less than 3.5 ounces.

“About 35 percent of the body is car-
bon fiber, which lets us make it very
light,” the former sales rep said. Metal
inserts and plates are molded into the
composite body at critical points so
your customers won’t be stripping
out threads. Dusek pointed out the
sight’s FinPin technology, push but-
ton LED light and soft Tru-Touch fin-
ish, which comes in black or Realtree
APG camo.

You can get the metal-bodied
Micro-Brite sight in black, APG or
the Lost Camo from Mathews this
year. Dusek said that flagship model
comes standard with DDP pins,
decreasing in size from a .029 inch
for close range shots to .019 at the
mid-range and .010 at the long dis-
tances. In the five pin model you’d
find a .029, .019, .019, .010, .010 con-
figuration while the three pin ver-
sion steps down at .029, .019 and
.010. “We also offer this sight in all
.019 or all .010. I prefer the .010
myself but fortunately I’ve got good
eyesight,” Dusek said.

Older customers who need a
very bright aim point, as well as
those who just prefer a Red Dot style

Christian Berg (right) and Dr. Todd A. Kuhn pull arrows after hit-
ting the 75-yard demonstration target. TenPoint includes only
20, 30, and 40 yard recticles in its scopes to encourage hunting at
responsible ranges. To hit this bear, the bulls-eye on the post was
used for an aiming point. Kuhn is the Bowhunting Contributor at
Outdoor Life, Berg is editor of Petersens Bowhunting.
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optical sight, will find the Truglo
Power Dot improved for this year.
Designed for bows, the range
adjustable sight projects a variable
intensity green dot on the same
plane as the target. Unlike firearm-
style Red Dot sights that are difficult
to mount as range adjustable bow
sights, this one sets up quickly. The
housing has been given a black
matte finish in front of the lens this
year to improve viewing in bright
light.

The counterpoint to the
MicroBrite sight in the Apex Gear
line from Truglo is the Apex Axim.
“This is an extremely durable sight
with a beefed-up bracket and a built-
in retainer ring in the pin guard so
you can screw in magnifying lenses
from suppliers like Feather Vision or
Swarovski,” Dusek said. The windage
unit on this  model is so compact
you can be fooled into thinking it
doesn’t have much adjustment. In
fact its a two-stage system where you
make the rough adjustment with an
allen wrench and then “dial in” the
sight with the micro-adjust feature.
“This way we can fit virtually any
bow,” Dusek promised. “This is a
fully ambidextrous sight,” he contin-
ued, showing how the sight head and

level can be moved to produce a true
left hand sight, not one that’s an
obvious compromise. While the
dealer stocks a single SKU for the
four pin sight, “the customer leaves
feeling he actually got a left hand
sight,” Dusek said.

You can reach TruGlo in Texas at
(972) 774-0300.

FirstString
The FirstString display was one

picnic table down, and because
Truglo’s Lorraine Hellinghausen had
placed ads for the brand I assumed it
was a division of that Richardson,
Texas firm, like the Apex Gear brand
I just wrote about. In fact, FirstString
is headed by President Scott Parrish,
a former pro shop manager, though
Hellinghausen and her brother, Tony
LoRocco, have a financial stake in
the firm.

Parrish had gained a reputation
as an outstanding string builder
while working at The Outdoorsman
Sport Shop in Greenwood, Indiana.
As demands for his strings grew he
made the decision four years ago to
leave the retail end of the business
and to build a national string supply
business, with the aid of the two
Truglo veterans. 

As a former retailer, Parrish said
he looked at what it would take to
make a retailer comfortable about
stocking FirstString products.
Bowstrings have often been ordered
and sold with the aid of sizing charts
which attempt to match the lengths
with what’s needed on different
models. When you consider that
many bows will require a control
cable and buss cable as well and that
serving has to be in different places
for different models, that approach
has its limitations.

Parrish decided to build, pack-
age and sell complete sets for specif-
ic models, say a Mathews Rezen,
BowTech Admiral or Bear Attack. He
uses a specific UPC code for each
item, topped with a short descrip-
tion that’s easy to decipher. For
instance PR SET HT CRBN MATRIX
27-29 is a complete premium string
and cable set for Hoyt’s Carbon
Matrix with the 27-29 inch
eccentrics.

Individually coding each string
and cable set means dealers with
Point of Sale Systems can generate a
history of what they’ve ordered.
FirstString also has the records to
help guide reorders. “A dealer may
know they bought 500 strings last
year, but not for what. With our
tracking system we can tell them,”
Parrish said.

Inside the wide clamshells is a
folded colorful display card contain-
ing the strings and cables. When
strings are packaged in bags or tubes
it can be hard to get them neatly
back inside after showing them to a
customer or trying them on a bow.
Parrish said the FirstString package
makes it easier to return the string to
the package in perfect condition.
While the wide packages make an
impressive display, they take up no
more room than smaller packages
that hold strings and cables sepa-
rately.

FirstString continues to offer
dozens of color combinations in its
Premium Custom Strings, just like
when Parrish was personally build-
ing them to order for individual cus-
tomers. They are built from BCY
452X, a Dyneema/Vectran blend.
The center serving is BCY’s #62xs,
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The new Truglo
Carbon XS sight
above has a carbon
fiber body reinforced
with metal inserts,
making it far lighter
than a traditional
aluminum sight.

At left, National
Sales Manager Aaron
Dusek shows off the
range-adjustable
Power Dot sight, an
optical sight specifi-
cally designed for
easy setup and use on
a bow.
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which mixes durable Spectra with
Polyester’s good grip on the string
material. All end loops are served
and they and the cam servings are
done in BCY’s 3-D product, a three-
ply twisted Dyneema material that’s
small in diameter.

So that he could stock strings for
popular models for immediate ship-
ping, Parrish set up a Premium string
series built exactly the same way but
in a single color combination: Green
Variegated with Antler Brown
Variegated. (He’s listing 38 colors on
the custom side and since you can
also specify strand count the possi-
ble combinations run into the thou-
sands.)

Time is money for a dealer,
Parrish said, so FirstString intro-
duced a FlightWire series that
includes a peep sight, a pair of string
silencers and a release loop, all
mounted in the string. He said on
average a FlightWire set costs $3
more than a Premium set, but it adds
$20 to $25 in retail value. “Some
dealers thought we were crazy when
we first introduced this, that the time
it takes to burn on a string loop or

serve in a peep sight is just
minutes, but if you take
that over the course of the
year it adds up.” That’s
extra hours the dealer
could be out front selling,
instead of behind the
counter doing service
work. Parrish said some of
the same retailers who
scoffed at the FlightWire
sets in the first year now
prefer them over the
Premium sets that come
without accessories.

FirstString introduced
the FlightWire line in a
blue/brown combination
that some dealers consid-
ered too flashy. When the
company was approached
by the Bone Collector team
to talk about co-branding
FlightWire strings, Parrish
said he was glad to see it
choose a Florescent
Green/Antler Brown com-
bination that offers more of
a camo effect.

Parrish designed a special metal
peep for FlightWire strings. While the
bow you’re servicing is still in the
press, you can choose which of the
two sets of string slots to use, based
on bow length and draw length, for
the best viewing. He also spent time
experimenting with the shape of the
aperture. FlightWire peeps are con-
cave on each side, the section that
contains the hole is quite thin, so light
can enter from a wider angle. “I devel-
oped a 3/16 peep that lets in as much
light as any 1/4 inch peep I’ve tested,”
the former retailer said. FlightWire
sets include the 3/16 inch peep, but
the company sells 1/8, 5/31 and 3/16
inch peeps separately and Parrish
said he typically bowhunts now with
the 1/8 inch that allows him to draw a
finer bead. “Even on dark October
mornings last fall, it let in enough
light.” Those peeps will soon be com-
ing in orange, another change the
firm is making to add eye appeal in
the retail environment and to boost
light transmission.

For more information about
FirstString, call Parrish in Indiana at
(317) 535-8116.

Scott Parrish launched the FirstSring line after build-
ing a considerable following for the strings he made as
an Indiana pro shop manager.
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Ameristep
Ameristep Marketing Director

Katie Wilberding had new and
improved blinds to show her Round
Table visitors.

The company’s Crossbones
blind is designed for crossbow
hunters, with wide windows placed
at the right height. Included poles
can be slid in slots at the base of
those openings to provide shooting
rests. A freestanding crossbow hold-
er is provided so the hunter won’t
have to lay his weapon on soft
ground or hold it for hours on end.

Hunters who opt for vertical
bows, guns or horizontal bows will
be interested in the new version of
the Choice Blind, the Choice Hybrid.
Last year all four sides of the blind
were a Ghillie-suit type of material,
which provided great camouflage
but also let light in. This year two of
the sides have that 3D effect while
two are solid, darkening the interior
and lowering the manufacturing
cost. The blind has a rain fly under
the tops of the two mesh sides, so it’s

more weather-resistant than
you may think. It is designed
to retail for $299.99.

Wilberding showed us the
new hub being used by
Ameristep in its pop-up
blinds. Instead of being
formed from cast metal, it’s
stamped from steel. The new
Spider Hub is much stronger,
she said. New-for-2010 mod-
els have it already and all
Ameristep blinds should be
using Spider Hubs by 2011. In
the future you’ll also be able to
purchase the Spider Hubs to
upgrade blinds or replace
damaged hubs.

Reach Ameristep in
Michigan by calling (810) 686-
4035.

GSM
GSM Vice President of Sales

Shelton Lovelace showed us video
captured by the Prowler HD camera,
scenes so sharp we could see the flies
on the deer that were being filmed.
It’s named for the High Definition

video it captures, thought
it can also store still
images on up to a 16GB
card. Most dealers will sell
that top-end camera in
the $249 to $279 range.

The company’s small-

est game camera is the Unit, which
stores sharp 640 by 480 resolution
images on up to an 8GB card. It
offers two settings for the infrared
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Even with his 6-1/2 foot height, Jared Gustafson of the
Outdoor Channel, and his camera, fit nicely in the All
Pro Chair Blind from Ameristep. Katie Wilberding (also
in photo at right) said the blind was upgraded for 2010
with a more comfortable chair.

Below, the Choice Hybrid Blind combines two smooth sides with two Ghillie
style ones. A matching Ghillie suit is also available in four patterns: Realtree
AP, Realtree APG, Max 4 or Ameristep’s Snow Tangle. The small photo above
shows the tough new Spider Hub being used in this 2010 model. It is formed
of strong stamped steel rather than the more common cast metal.

Shelton Lovelace of GSM holds the new Epic HD
camera and an Epic Viewer that can be used to aim
it when you’re mounting it to a bow or other sport-
ing equipment. The same compact viewer is handy
for checking what your game camera has captured.
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emitters, so in hot weather only 24 of
the 38 will fire. That helps prevent
the over-exposure that can be a
problem on warm evenings.

While the Unit is the smallest
game camera, GSM continues to
expand the Epic line of tiny “action
cameras.” The original Epic was
joined by the Epic Wide and this year
there is an Epic HD capable of filling
those big screen TVs with sharp
video, provided there’s enough light.
“We’re chasing outdoor enthusiasts
with this,” Lovelace said, since with
attachments the camera can mount
to a mountain biker’s or kayaker’s
helmet or a hunter’s bow or gun.
Shooting at 30 frames per second the
little camera will capture about two
hours of video to a 16GB card,
though you’ll need a spare set of
three lithium batteries to run it that
long.

If you’ve opted not to carry cam-
eras, GSM would still like to talk to
you about its powerful Cyclops spot-
lights. The Sirius is a rechargeable
putting out 240 lumens. Because
LEDs are so energy efficient this
lightweight unit will run for over
three hours. It’s priced at $59.99.
Customers who prefer a battery

powered unit may like the Flare at
$39.99, with a 3 watt LED that puts
out 120 lumens. It will run for 5-1/2
hours at full power on 6AA batteries,
Lovelace said, or for days using the
gentle green LED setting that’s
handy for walking to and from
stands in the dark.

Reach GSM in California by call-
ing (760) 450-1006.

Bohning
Stacy Randall, Bohning’s

National Sales Manager, helped

introduce me to Bohning’s new logo
and the company’s latest offerings.
Rick Mowery, ArrowTrade’s former
art director, designed the new logo to
have more of a technical feel and to
cover both the hunting and target
markets this Blazer vane manufac-
turer reaches.

You’ll find the new logo being
printed on the company’s vanes,
which Randall said have a lower pro-
file that brings them back within the
specifications of the original Blazer
models. You’ll also find it on every-

WHEN YOU’RE READY FOR

SOMETHING BIGGER!
 GrizzlyStik
ABS Exclusive!

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828
Outdoor Sports Marketing Group 877-483-4942

Dr. Ed AshbyDr. Ed Ashby

The Sirius (above) and Flare (below) are
powerful spotlights from GSM that use
energy efficient LEDs instead of incandes-
cent bulbs.
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thing from banners to arrow
wraps, now that Bohning has
purchased it’s own large for-
mat vinyl printer. That means
a pro shop can order custom
arrow wraps, with a minimum
order size of 1,000, at $.50
cents per wrap. 

For more information,
call Randall at (231) 229-4247.

Muzzy Products
Muzzy CEO Michelle

Eichler and Mark Land, the
company’s bowfishing expert,
showed us the new bowfish-
ing kit. It uses the company’s
heavy duty spincast reel and
tough Fish Hook arrow rest. “Our
spin cast reel lets you hold onto the
bow and fight the fish in,” Land said.
“It has a super duty drag system. The
line retrieval is very fast, you can
almost skim your arrow back over
the water if you miss.” 

It’s also an advantage not to be
bringing a fish in hand over hand,
Land noted, since the thin 200
pound test braided Fast Flight line
could easily cut your hands.

Muzzy introduced carbon fish
arrows this year, for both bows and
crossbows. Compared to traditional
fiberglass arrows, these fish arrows
are both stronger and straighter. If
an arrow hits the water at an angle,
as fiberglass shafts can if they’re still
flexing from the force of the launch,
Eichler said they can veer off target.
“Our carbon fish arrows fly better
and penetrate water better.” The
Georgia firm has them as bare shafts
and as finished shafts set up two
ways. You can get them with a Safety
Slide or with a Gator System where
the point is designed to pull off and
anchor itself under
tough hide or scales.

Speaking of alli-
gators, Muzzy now
sells a Gator Getter
Strobe, a tiny water
activated light that
attaches to the float
so it’s easier to follow
and finish alligators
or alligator gar. “This
is bright enough that
you can even see it

underwater if he gets your buoy
hung up under some weeds,” Land
said.

Asian Carp can be big and
strong, but their soft flesh means
conventional points can pull out.
Muzzy now has a Big Fish Adapter,
basically a second point with its own
set of barbs that screws onto any
existing Muzzy point using the 1/4
28 thread. Like other fish points from
Muzzy, the Big Fish Adapter lets the
barbs swivel forward when you
loosen the tip by two turns. With two
sets of barbs working at right angles
to each other, your fish point will
have much greater holding power.

For those days your
customers can’t get out
on the water, Muzzy is
now stocking a video
game for the motion
activated Wii. “Shim-
ano Xtreme Fishing”
has rod and reel action,
spear fishing and bow-
fishing.

Most of your cus-

tomers think “broadheads” when
they hear Muzzy, and this year
Muzzy can help them sharpen their
cut-on-contact Phantom MX mod-
els. Since the bleeder blades on
those compact heads are not remov-
able, Klawhorn Industries worked
with Muzzy to design an angled
sharpener that can reach right in
there and restore the edge to both
the main blade and bleeder blade. Of
course the same sharpener will work
to touch up the replaceable blades
on Muzzy X-Series heads, if cus-
tomers opt not to replace them.

Predator Set Up is a new scent
from Muzzy Products, one Michelle’s
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Mark Land  and Michelle Eichler hold new
bowfishing products from Muzzy. Below,
Muzzy designed a new sharpener to work
with its cut on contact broadheads.

National Sales Manager Stacy
Randall stands under the new Bohning
logo, which incorporates both one of
the oldest names in the archery busi-
ness and the revolutionary Blazer
vane that gave us a whole new way to
look at fletching. Bohning offers the
original Blazer, a smaller Mini-Blazer
and the lower profile Blazer X2
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husband Fred had a hand in. It
smells awful, she confessed, but is
just the odor a wary predator is look-
ing for when they think an easy meal
is coming their way. “It keeps their
interest and helps them stay around
long enough to get a shot off,” she
said.

Another nifty new product from

Muzzy has an un-appetizing name.
The Booger is a spring loaded metal
clamp you can carry in your pocket
or backpack, then lower to snatch
and retrieve items dropped from
treestands. It’s American-made and
quite sturdy. You can find out more
about the latest products from
Muzzy Products by calling the

Mississippi firm at (770) 387-9300.

Mossy Oak
Mossy Oak’s Tim Anderson, who

directs public relations and the pro
staff, had the help of Kevin Howard
and Mike Capps in introducing the
Break-Up Infinity pattern to those of
us who hadn’t seen it earlier. The
new pattern took three years to
develop but uses elements of earlier
patterns, included a background tree
trunk in the firm’s original
Bottomland pattern.  Larger limbs
appear close to the viewer’s eyes in a
pattern that has so much depth it
seems to invite you to fall into it.

Founder Toxie Haas has said
while the company will continue to
develop patterns for a specific pur-
suit, like Duck Blind or Treestand, it
recognized the need to provide “the
most effective general purpose pat-
tern ever. Since 1995 Break-Up has
not only been our most successful
pattern but the most successful pat-
tern in history. It was built on the
goal of literally ‘breaking up’ the out-Tim Anderson (left) and Kevin Howard hold a shirt made from the new Break-Up

Infinity pattern by Mossy Oak.
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line of a hunter by using naturally
contrasting elements. This latest
evolution of Break-Up uses the most
advanced digital technology to cre-
ate never before achieved depth of
field, eye-confusing contrast, and
perfect realism. You look into the
pattern just like you’re looking into
the woods. Break-Up Infinity works
equally well on the ground or in a
tree....We developed a new way of
photographing our background and
elements in natural settings to
enhance them....One of the chal-
lenges was placing elements in prop-
er focus to encourage your eye to
look deep into the pattern. We spent
months selecting the perfect digital
images and hours laying them out
on screen and re-adjusting to create
that depth.”

Mossy Oak has over 150

licensees that use its pat-
terns, Anderson said, and
more than a dozen samples
were at the Round Table so
we could see how Break-Up
Infinity looks on hard
goods and soft goods. PSE
and BowTech are using it
on bows this year, while
thelong  list of major cloth-
ing manufacturers includes
Browning, Rocky, Scent-
Lok, ScentBlocker and
Under Armor. To learn
more about Break-Up
Infinity and who’s using it
this year, reach Haas
Outdoors in Mississippi at
(662) 494-8859.

Lumenok
I enjoy talking with Curtis Price

of Burt Coyote because he’s always
teaching me something new about
lighted nocks, both his and his com-
petitors. Curtis and his brother Eric
buy those other lighted nocks and
torture-test them, right along with
their own products. One test
involves shooting arrows into a 3/4
inch thick rubber belt, from just 20
feet, using a PSE X-Force bow. The
impact typically destroys other
brands of lighted nocks, Curtis said,
because the battery flies forward and
that destroys the circuitry. “With
ours, you can just put another bat-
tery in.” That’s because there is no
real circuitry in a Lumnok, just a
simple electrical connection formed
when the wire under the nock shoul-
der is pressed against a electrically
conductive arrow shaft.

With no need for switches or
computer chips, Price said Lumenok
can use a larger 435 battery rather
than the 425 size he sees in other
lighted nocks. “We also use a bright,
T-1 LED.”

Lumenoks work great provided
the nock end is cut square and the
shaft has a high enough carbon con-

Burt Coyote sells Crossbow Bolt Ends in both flat and
half-moon styles for all makes of crossbows. You can
also order finished bolts from this company, and just
like their finished arrows they’ll be squared up per-
fectly on the nock end with the aid of the F.A.S.T.
(Finished Arrow Squaring Tool) shown below.
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PHOTO RIGHT: Mike Nischalke shows the
Block Fusion Crossbow target in the CB 16
size that weighs 14 pounds. There’s also a
CB 18 model at 24 pounds. Both use a lay-
ered core that is denser than the Block
Fusion target that’s been cut open for dis-
play. Fusion targets from Block uses a lay-
ered ethafoam core that is fused to a solid
urethane foam shell. There’s no bands or
boards inside and  the inset Grip Pit handle
can’t be shot off.

These targets have lines molded into the
sides, indicating how the layers run. You
can minimize the shots that angle between
layers, reducing target life. For instance, for
practicing from a treestand, you’d set the
target on its side rather than on the base.

One of the ScentBlocker garments from
Robinson Outdoors in the new Mossy Oak
Break-Up Infinity pattern.
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tent to carry the voltage. Price took a
bit of emery cloth and turned it
against the end of a “carbon” arrow,
showing me the white powder that
indicated a high fiberglass content.
Sometimes you can cut through the
glass, and any non-conductive coat-
ings, with a few twists of an sanding
agent to taper the inside edge slight-
ly. It’s also important to make sure
arrows or bolts you’re equipping
with these nocks are square on the
nock end. Price said when the com-
pany began building complete light-
ed bolts it realized manufacturers
must be cutting some of those in
bundles, because some were signifi-
cantly out of square. Naturally that
can lead to accuracy issues as well.

Burt Coyote developed a simple
tool, the F.A.S.T., that lets you rotate
an arrow or bolt, even after it’s
fletched, against a sanding disk.
Using a marker (silver works best) on
the nock end before you start is a
way to visually check when enough
material’s been removed, as all the

marker will be gone.
“If we can just get people to talk

to us when they have a problem with
a Lumenok, we can solve it,” Price
said. You can talk to this “Made In
America” manufacturer by calling
the Illinois firm at (309) 358-1602.

Field Logic
Mike Nischalke and Karen Lutto

of Hunter Outdoor Communications
had their hands full representing
Field Logic, because the fertile mind

of owner Larry Pulbrabek keeps
coming up with new products. The
latest is a Ghost Quiver that uses a
rubbery hood with see-through win-
dows so a hunter can check his
broadheads to verify mechanicals
like Field Logic’s Rage are in their
“flight” position. “One thing people
don’t like about mechanicals is they
might pre-deploy in a quiver,”
Nischalke said. “Obviously if they are
shot that way they’re not going to fly
correctly, because if the broadhead is

ALL CAMERAS come with USB cable and bungee cords

Karen Lutto holds a bow set up with the
new five arrow Ghost Quiver, part of the
Rage line from Field Logic. The company
has the black skeleton of the quiver hood
molded first, then over-molds it with the
satin finished clear polymer. The clear
layer is soft enough to muffle sound and
this two-step process is also used to build
the twin arrow grippers.
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open even part way, inertia will
cause it to open.” 

“A lot of quivers are hard to get
on and off,” Nischalke continued.
“Our Coffin Lock system uses a big
angled dovetail.” You can fit the two
pieces together in low light, he said,
then easily pull the quiver down into
place and cam the locking lever over.  
The mount can be adjusted to angle
the quiver forward or back, as well as
for height. It’s a low-profile design
that brings the quiver within 2 inch-
es of the bow, which Nischalke said
helps with bow balance and accura-
cy if you do shoot with the quiver on
the bow. Naturally there are twin
arrow retainers and no foam inside
the hood, since this model is aimed
at mechanical broadhead users.

Speaking of aiming, 2010 also
saw the introduction of the IQ
Bowsight from Field Logic. The
sight’s StackTight pins nest, so they
can be adjusted closely even though
they ride in a single track and have
their aim points in a single plane.
The pins are cast of aluminum with a
cavity that protects the fiber optic.
They’re powered by an ambient light
housing at the top that stores natur-
al light and feeds it to the pin as the
sky darkens. 

That Light Trap also feeds the
fiber optic that’s part of the Retina
Lock technology. A small round lens
at the top of the sight guard, facing
the shooter, looks a bit like a red eye
with a black pupil. When you set the
bow up to center the pupil when the
shooter is at full draw, it works as an
indicator to make sure he or she is in

the same position. So it can be
adjusted to the shooter’s proper
form, the builder designed multi-
axis adjustability into the mount.
Additional fine elevation and
windage adjustments for the Retina
Lock are in the sight body. In four pin
or seven pin models, the sight is in
the upper end of the price range.
Karen Lutto will tell you it’s a good
investment, even for a novice shoot-
er because it’s going to help them
with the muscle memory that’s part
of becoming accurate with a bow.

Speaking of premium products,
there’s a new Titanium Rage broad-
head available in 100 or 125 grain
weights. The strength of titanium
means it can be designed more
streamlined than the mainstream
model’s aluminum ferrule so it offers
increased penetration. Lutto sug-
gested Rage fans would opt for this
new head when heading out to a
“hunt of a lifetime.”

Reach the parent firm, Field
Logic, in Wisconsin at (800) 282-
4868.

PSE Archery
We led off last issue’s crossbow

coverage with the PSE TAC line, but
here’s a couple additional things PSE
Regional Sales Manager Jonathan
Lene taught me on one of the ranges
at PASA Park. Number one, don’t
think you’re going to have to need a
new bow press or press attachment
to service this radical-looking sport-
ing arm. PSE engineers thought of
that issue and incorporated long
limb bolts that you back out until the

cable relaxes, much like a conven-
tional bow that offers field-ready ser-
vicing. “There isn’t a thing on this
crossbow you can’t service without a
bow press,” Lene said.

Second, don’t let the fact that
these powerful crossbows use some
components that look like vertical
bow components fool you into
thinking of using something
designed for a vertical bow. Arrows,
nocks and even the loop cord are
special heavy duty versions to han-
dle the intense forces produced by
the TAC family of crossbows. Sure,
you can nock a regular long carbon
arrow and rest it in the Whisker
Biscuit, but Lene said he wouldn’t
want to be at the trigger or anywhere
near the crossbow if you launch it, as
it could shatter the shaft. As for the
super-strength loop cord, PSE is sell-
ing replacement strings with the
loop already installed.

Reach the Tucson, Arizona
crossbow and bow builder by calling
(520) 884-9065.

Barnett Outdoors
I’ve written so much about

crossbow cocking aids in recent
years that I was a little startled when
Jackie Allen, Barnett Outdoors’ petite
national sales manager, calmly
reached down and cocked the new
Jackal by hand. It’s not difficult to do,
she assured me, once you learn the
technique. 

Allen said almost everything
Barnett sells is built in the compa-
ny’s Tarpon Springs
plant I was scheduled
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Jonathan Lene holds the TAC-15i model which
is complete and ready to shoot. The original
TAC-15 required a lower unit from an AR 15
rifle. At right, a Whisker Biscuit from Trophy
Ridge supports the front of the arrow while the
rear is carried by the nock on the string
(below). Norway’s Duravanes fletched in a flat
four pattern guide the special TAC arrows.
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to visit the following month, but
David Barnett and his engineering
team designed the Jackal as a simple,
entry-level model that could be built
by an off-shore manufacturing part-
ner and that could be sold at a low
price point. 

The designer didn’t
skimp on the looks. The
Jackal has a futuristic
looking bull-pup style
stock, studded with lightening holes
and carrying ribbing on the lower
edge that matches the grip-enhanc-

ing webbing on the foregrip. Keeping
fingers out of the way of the string is
always a concern for crossbow

Jackie Allen holds the inexpensive new Barnett Jackal. At right, a close-up
of the stock David Barnett helped to design for the model, which weighs
just 7 pounds. Below right you can see more of David’s styling in the
curved and slotted trigger housing of the Buck Commander. The silver
crossbolt style safety and the sturdy anti dry-fire inhibitor in front of it are
part of the new all metal trigger system used on all the firm’s hunting mod-
els. These crossbows automatically go to “safe” as you cock them.
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designers, but instead of giving this
model a  deep and heavy body David
swept the foregrip down in an arc,
leaving space above it and under the
barrel. 

Barnett uses the same trigger
mechanism in the Jackal that is
designed to retail at $299 as it does in
the “high-end” Buck Commander. (I
put high-end in quotes because the
whole Barnett line is value-priced
compared to most of its competi-
tors.) The new trigger is made
through the MIM (metal injection
molding) process and offers both a
3.5 pound trigger pull and an anti
dry-fire protector.

If you didn’t see the Buck
Commander in the 2010 catalog, it is
on page four labeled as the new
Bonecrusher. As Barnett went to reg-
ister the name it found another firm
had just beat it to the trademark
office. The company decided to
make lemonade out of those lemons,
and set up a cross promotion with
the Buck Commander video team,
which first gained fame among
waterfowl hunters as the Duck
Commanders. 

The Buck Commander has
Barnsdale laminated limbs encapsu-
lated with a sound-dampening poly-
mer in what Barnett calls the AVI
process. Barnett introduced AVI a

few years back but this year it
expanded it to include components
like the bolt retainer and shoot-
through foot stirrup. The shoot-
through design is part of what gives
this compact crossbow a healthy 15
inch power stroke and 365 fps speed
rating. Barnett is using CrossWire
premium custom crossbow strings
from Indiana-based FirstString on
the Buck Commander and most
other models for 2010, and if you
missed it FirstString was covered
back on page 40. Despite all those
features, this crossbow is designed to
retail for $599.

For more information on Barnett
call (727) 234-4999.

Hunter Safety System
David Langston said his compa-

ny encourages customer feedback,
and one common complaint from
southern states is that the firm’s safe-

ty vests can be uncomfortably warm
on hot days. The director of sales and
marketing said the company’s
answer is the new Ultra Light. It’s
not truly a safety vest, since the fab-
ric panels are gone, but its got
enough body in the wide padded
chest and back straps that it won’t
become a confusing tangle, as basic
full body harnesses are prone to do. 

I can attest to the Ultra Lite’s low
profile, because I spoke to Assistant
Director of Marketing Michael
Wydner for several minutes before I
realized he was wearing an Ultra Lite
over dark clothing. Wydner showed
me the new buckles the company
has switched to. They’re smaller and
lighter than the “seat belt” style clo-
sures the firm was using before, but
are very strong and safe. You can
press either of the release ears and
tug all you want, to simulate what
could happen if a hunter leaned

against treestand or
gear, and nothing releas-
es. Yet it’s a simple mat-
ter to squeeze both ears
at once and quietly
release a leg strap.

This year the Ultra
Lite comes only in a size
designed to span large
and ultra-large, includ-
ing hunters up to 300
pounds. It comes with a
lineman’s climbing
strap, something HSS
has begun packaging
with all its adult vests.
The company promotes

Michael Wydner and David Langston of HSS (right) addressed the Round Table
gathering about the latest research done by the Treestand Manufacturers
Association (TMA) that shows the vast majority of treestand hunters still use no
fall restraint. He urged the media representatives to make sure their publications
show only treestand scenes where full body harnesses are in use, properly tied off
to the tree above the hunter’s head. Tying off at waist or foot level means the
hunter will fall several feet before stopping so abruptly they may be injured, he
said, and at a minimum they will have a much harder time regaining their footing
if they slip off the stand. Ladder stands are a bit more difficult to rig to, since they
may position the hunter further from the tree and cause some interference with
the tether. The new 360 Extension Limb from TSS (in use at far left) provides more

freedom of movement, supports an
umbrella and incorporates a bow
holder and rope-style rifle rest.

At left here you can see the more
compact, lighter buckles the com-
pany switched to. Both ears have to
be pulled back at once to release
the saddle-style leg straps.
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climbing with its Treestand Life-Line,
sliding up a prussic knot along a stur-
dy rope as you climb, so why would
you want to double up with a climb-
ing belt? You can slide the loop of the
Life-Line ahead of you to provide safe-
ty even on the first ascent. But
Langston showed me how, if the
hunter needs to lean back to move
around an obstacle or hang a stand,
the prussic knot will tighten. Freeing it
again typically is a job for two hands.
It’s better to use a climbing strap when
you need to rest your weight against it,
he said, and this year it’s a true strap,
not a rope style, so it slides up the tree
easier and allows quick adjustment
even as you climb. One added note:
HSS does not include a climbing strap
with its youth vest. “We don’t want

kids hanging stands,” Langston
explained.

Wildgame Innovations
Mike Lee introduced me to some

of the newer seed plot products from
Wildgame Innovations, which also
owns the Evolved Harvest line of
food plot products and the Evolved
Habitat line of game foods and sup-
plements. Oatrageous comes in a big
50 pound bag and is a late maturing,
northern variety that is harvested in
North Dakota. Lee said it’s a good
choice for the hunter who wants to
hunt over it, because it won't be
woody and unpalatable by fall like
earlier varieties. 

Throw & Gro remains the firm’s
number one selling seed product,
Lee said, because the hardy ryegrass
that predominates in the mix is so
easy to grow. “This is for the guy who
doesn’t have implements to work up
a food plot. If you can clean up a
sunny spot with a rake, this will
grow.” This rye grass has more sugar
content and more disease resistance
than the natural variety, Lee said.

The Deer Cane line of products
in the Evolved Habitant brand con-
tinues to grow. One of the new items
is Deer Cane Sack Attack. The pack-
age contains a pouch of the Deer
Cane attractant that the customer
pours into a miniature burlap bag,
wets down and hangs up so it can
put out a powerful odor stream.

Under the Wildgame Inno-
vations brand, the firm has three new
food-flavored attractants that are legal
in all 50 states, because they have no
food value. CORNfused comes in a
big 40 ounce flip top bottle. As the

Mike Lee shows off the attention getting
package for the Oatrageous seed, next to
the company’s top-selling Throw & Grow.
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The Deer Cane series has a new Sack Attack ver-
sion (at left.) Below, AfterShot is a tracking aid
from Wildgame Innovations.
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name indicates, it puts out a power-
ful corn odor your customers can
use to help bring deer toward their
stand or to help deer find a new food
plot.

Acorns N Heat and Apples N
Heat are packed in smaller, 12 ounce
bottles and combine food smells
with a hot doe scent.

The Acorn Rage family of attrac-
tants has been expanded as well,
Lee said, with an unique Acorn Rage
Drop N Block. The three pound
block is studded with acorns and as
it melts and drips it also produces
the sound of dropping acorns,
something deer listen for in the
woods.

AfterShot is a tracking aid from
Wildgame Innovations I’d seen
demonstrated at the ATA Show this
past January. It’s light to carry
because the spray bottle is empty

except for a pellet. When you need to
trail game you fill it with water from
a canteen, stream or swamp, then
spray. Blood, even dried blood, will
cause it to generate a blue glow. The
product carries a $12 retail price,
with a twin-refill pack of the active
ingredient going for $10.

Flextone Game Calls are under
the Synergy Outdoors corporation as
are Wildgame Innovations and the
Barnett brand we covered a few
pages earlier. Dean Reagan took a
few minutes to show me the line,
which has been expanded for the
first time to include turkey calls.
There are mouth calls and a Tramp
Stamp pot call in glass or natural
slate. By 2011 Flextone will be selling
a high-end Godfather series of
turkey calls, Reagan noted, with
price points up to $50.

For more information on both
Flextone and Wildgame
Innovations, reach the
company headquarters in
Louisiana at (877) 993-
4868.

BA Products
One table down from Dean

Reagan was another brand that’s
come under the Synergy Outdoors
umbrella. Texas-based BA Products
offers game feeders, feeder lights for
hog and predator hunting, laser
rangefinders, action cameras, digital
game cameras and electronic game
calls. 

Action cameras are a growing
category and BA Products has intro-
duced two of them. The AC5x is a
compact 5MP camera that records in
both the WVGA and HD modes. The
lens is ringed with infrared emitters
so you can film inside darkened
blinds. Ron Ferguson, who heads
both customer service and R&D for
this brand, pointed out the 4x zoom
and the rear-mounted indicator light
that tells you when the camera is
recording so you don’t have to see
the side-mounted screen. 

A step down in price is the AC3, a
3MP camera designed for daytime
use only. Like the infrared version it

Well-known in the deer call arena, Flextone is moving
into the turkey market as well. Dean Reagan is holding
the Buck Collector deer call and Tramp Stamp pot call.

Ron Ferguson is holding the compact X6c, a 6 mega pixel digital trail cam-
era that comes in a Realtree pattern. Its infrared flash can reach out to 40
feet. The camera holds 8 AA batteries or you can power it with this recharge-
able  6v battery pack with steel shrouded power cable. We’re also showing
one of the Flextone Mimic game calls in its colorful packaging.
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also takes still images and it comes
with a clear water-resistant case.

Action cameras are versatile and
the mounts BA Products packages
with these two reflect that. You get a
tripod mount that can work inside a
blind or while filming a hunter with
trophy, clip mount for a cap or
branch, strap mount for a helmet or
handlebars, and screw-in tree
mount. 

The Mimic electronic game calls
from BA Products are sold under the
Flextone brand, and resemble spot-
lights. They’ve got directional speak-
ers instead of lenses, and come pre-
loaded with between 40 and 100
game calls, depending on the model.
The upper end eR1 also includes a
remote control so the hunter can
direct attention away from himself.
These calls are powered by recharge-
able batteries, Ferguson, and the
batteries can be replaced when they
finally wear out.

The r400 Halo rangefinder from
BA Products is being sold under the
Wildgame Innovations brand. Now

the firm has licensed
the Remington name
for two higher end
models, a lr500x and
lr900x. Like the r400,
these have a scan mode
that allows you to range
multiple targets with-
out reactivating the
laser. The Remington
units also incorporate
“T3” technology so they
factor in slope and give
the gun hunter or
bowhunter the true bal-
listic range.

You can get more
information about
these products by call-
ing (800) 847-8269.

Ruff & Tuff
The roomy lawn  at PASA Park

gave Engineer Matt Motes plenty of
room to display the Ruff & Tuff line
of electric vehicles. Electric buggies
are increasingly popular with
hunters because they’re more

stealthy, with quieter operation than
gas-powered vehicles and no fumes.
Motes likes to recommend the
Cruiser EV2 for that reason, as it’s
quieter than the four-wheel drive
Cruiser LX4. The CEV, as he calls it,
“is mid-priced and it’s bullet-proof.

GET AHEAD OF THE GAME
Introducing, new for 2010, the Apple Eliminator Pro-Line Press 
and the Apple Crossbow Cradle, two of the latest tools no 
pro shop should go without.

#2001 Apple Eliminator
Pro-Line Press
1  Full service bow press for every 
    bow design available including crossbows

2 Rapid, easy and versatile setup 

3 Utilizes limb tip and limb post compression

4 Superior functionality at a competitive price

#0999 Apple Crossbow Cradle
1  Adaptable for all crossbows with a solid foot
    stirrup to allow hands-free maintenance

2 Facilitates all maintenance and shooting 
while in cradle

3 Provides clearance for bow-mounted quiver, 
string, cables and scope

4 Assists in sighting in the crossbow

5  Can be used as a display cradle

Synchronous 
arm movement

Adjustable 
stirrup rest and 
stock yoke 

For this and other quality service and repair tools, call www.applearchery.com800.745.8190

Engineer Matt Motes with the vehicle he recommends to
hunters, the CEV2. Before options like the winch he also
recommends, it sells for between $8,000 and $8,500.
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If you stick a winch on the front, you
can go anywhere. I suggest people
save $2,000 (over the cost of the
4WD) and spend $500 on a winch.”

Top speed in this unit is 22 to 25
mph and maximum range in the
4WD unit is up to 50 miles under
ideal conditions. 

All Ruff & Tuff electric vehicles
use the AGM sealed lead acid battery
system. With these batteries, fiber-
glass matts soaked in the acid are
wedged between the lead plates.
“That eliminates a lot of the memory
problems associated with lead acid
batteries,” Motes explained. Delta-Q
provides the sophisticated on-board
chargers that sense just what the six
8V batteries need to bring them up
to full charge. “I know our batteries
will do twice as many cycles as our
competitors,” the engineer
promised.

Ruff & Tuff has been on the mar-
ket for 10 years now and has about
50 active dealers and four distribu-
tors, counting the headquarters in
Winnsboro, South Carolina. Many
more dealers carry accessories:
About 650 retailers handle Ruff &
Tuff’s accessories, according to the
background information provided
the press. 

Ruff & Tuff had been sourcing
both vehicles and accessories from
China, but over half the accessories
are now made in the U.S.A. The com-
pany plans to introduce a new 4WD
hunting unit at the 2011 SHOT Show
that will be made of both Chinese
and U.S.A. components, with final
assembly taking place at the 50,000
square foot headquarters in South
Carolina. For information about
becoming a vehicle or accessory
retailer for Ruff & Tuff call (800) 997-
3547.

Nikon Sport Optics
Nikon was represented at the

Bowhunting Round Table by C.J.
Davis of Chevalier Advertising,
Marketing & Public Relations. Davis
had the company’s improved
rangefinders on display along with a
new, less expensive Nikon binocular.

Nikon has been building an
Archer’s Choice and RifleHunter 550
rangefinder. This year those have
been upgraded to an Archer’s Choice
Max and RifleHunter 1000. Where
the Archer’s Choice unit reached out
to 110 yards, you can range to 200
yards with the Archer’s Choice Max,
helping it double as a rangefinder for
black powder seasons. Obviously

there’s increased range on the
RifleHunter model as well, but the
bigger change is in the optics and the
circuitry for both models. Nikon has
gone to a larger ocular lens (the one
near the eye) to provide a wider field
of view and brighter image. 

In the past distances and other
information in the readouts of both
units was displayed in charcoal gray.
Davis said that meant hunters might
have to first range an animal and
then briefly tilt the unit up at the sky
to be able to read that range. Now
Nikon’s  Active Brightness Control
Viewfinder Technology automatical-
ly switches the readout to bright
orange in low light conditions.

Both new rangefinders have
Nikon’s ID feature, calculating how
inclines and declines affect the dis-
tance you should use to shoot the
target.

On the binocular side, Nikon has
a new Trailerblazer 10x42 that retails
for as little as $149. It introduced the
Trailblazer as an 8x42 but Davis said
the higher powered model is leading
in sales. Even at this price you get full
waterproofing and turn and slide
rubber eyecups.

The next step up in price has

C.J. Davis was photographed next to one
of two new sets being co-branded with SHE
Outdoor Apparel. There’s a mid-size plum
8x36 She Adventure and a brown 10x36 She
Safari, both with wide leather straps and a
coordinating satchel that doubles as purse
and binocular case.

Below, the new Nikon Archer’s Choice Max
is a fully waterproof rangefinder that offers
a brighter image and increased range over
the original model. The Max switches the
readout from gray to bright orange in low
light.
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been the Monarch ATB, which offers
a choice of 8x42, 10x42 and 12x42. As
an example, a 10x42 carrying
Realtree camo on its rubber armor
would have a Minimum Advertised
Price (MAP) of $319. The Monarch
series has been upgraded with the
addition of a Dielectric High-
Reflective Multilayer Prism Coating
that increases light transmission,
Davis said.

Nikon builds more costly binoc-
ulars as well, including a Nikon
Monarch X series (around $600),
Nikon Premier (around $1,400) and
Nikon EDG (around $2,000). Dealers
can reach the New York office at
(631) 547-4200.

Moultrie Products
Moultrie is making it easier for

people to sample the company’s
Game Management System, which
uploads photos from game-scouting
or security cameras to your home
computer. Instead of signing up for a
year’s worth of service, your cus-
tomer can opt for a “Season Pass”
that covers one, two or four months.

Beth Lauderdale gave me the
basics of the system, which starts
with a Moultrie camera like the
Game Spy I35 that’s priced at
$149.95. For about the same price,
you add the Game Spy Connect
modem which transmits your pho-
tos through the ATT phone system.
The big antenna on the model pulls
in signals much weaker than a cell
phone can handle, Lauderdale said,
and if you find you can’t get a signal
where you want to use the Game Spy
Connect, then you can return it to
the store.

There are data limits on how
many photos you’re able to transmit,
but Lauderdale said once you run up
against them the camera continues
to record and store the images. Both
storage card capacity and battery life
can be checked from home when
you’re connected to the system.

Both the modem and camera
use their own battery packs, but
Lauderdale said, “We highly recom-
mend the Power Panel to anyone
who invests in the Game
Management System.” The Power
Panel combines a solar panel with a

rechargeable battery pack and it’s
sophisticated enough to let the cam-
era and modem draw from their
internal batteries during an extend-
ed period of cloudy weather.

Like other game camera compa-
nies, Moultrie has got into the action
cam category. This firm’s compact
camera is called the ReAction Cam. It
records in sharp HD video, has an 8x
digital zoom and comes with
mounts to clip it to your hat or tree-
stand. One nice feature is there are

no “beeps” to spook game as you are
setting it up or operating it. Like
Moultrie’s other cameras and cam-
era accessories, it comes with a one
year warranty.

Reach Moultrie Products in
Alabama at (800) 653-3334.

Sitka Gear
Sitka Gear had a new Gore

Optifade pattern and lots of new
accessories on display at the
Bowhunting Round Table. Jeff
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Simpson, Midwest Manager for the
clothing supplier, was joined by Jeff
Bergmann, who heads the
Providence Marketing Group that
also represents the firm. My first
reaction to the new Big Game/Forest
pattern was that it has more shelf
appeal than the Big Game/Open
Country pattern introduced a year
earlier. I liked the increased contrast,
which is needed in a pattern
designed to keep a hunter from
being spotted against trees and the
sky visible behind them. 

A lot of science went into form-
ing the individual squares of color
into larger and larger elements. Gore
says the unique micro-pattern con-
siders the way a deer or other ungu-
lates perceives color, the ratio of pos-
itive to negative space, and other
visual elements to create an effect
that allows the hunter to blend with
the animal’s perception of the envi-
ronment.  The macro pattern breaks
up the symmetry of the human body
so that if a hunter is detected, the
animal will not be able to identify
the hunter as a predator. 

Here’s how Bergmann’s market-
ing and PR group words it. “In the
close confines of most whitetail
encounters, the deer will not be able
to distinguish a human shape and
therefore will be unable to recognize
danger - until it's too late.”

“Our biggest challenge is to

make people understand this new
pattern is intended for treestand
use,” Bergmann commented. A spot
and stalk deer hunter is going to fade
into the background better in the
original Big Game/Open Country
pattern.

No matter which pattern you
chose to stock, you should be aware
that clothing from Sitka Gear is
designed to fit tighter than conven-
tional outerwear. Baselayers, mid-
layers and outergarments, whether
they’re rain and wind blocking or
fully insulated, are designed with
articulated sleeves and are sewn
from fabrics that stretch, so you
don’t need a lot of room under the
garment. Naturally that pays divi-

dends in more comfort and less
noise when you’re climbing a tree or
drawing a bow.

Simpson, just back from a visit to
company headquarters in Napa
Valley, California, also drew my
attention to the enhanced accessory
line. The Sitka catalog has two pages
full of packs, all with rain covers that
can be pulled out as needed. “You
don’t want the pack itself to be
waterproof, or it will be as noisy as
all heck,” he said. The company also
offers belts and gaiters and sus-
penders: the last   used to be stan-
dard on the pants but so many
hunters were snipping them off
they’ve become an optional accesso-
ry. In gloves alone you’ll find eight

Beth Lauderdale of
Moultrie Products
has a Game Spy
Connect in one
hand, the company’s
new picture viewer
in the other. The
viewer has a 3 inch
screen and since it
holds two SD cards
you can use it to
review and transfer
images from a cam-
era in the field.
Sitting at far right is
the new ReAction
Cam, priced at
$149.99 in the
Realtree APG finish.

Jared Gustafson (left) of the Outdoor Channel
donned some Sitka Gear garments in the Big
Game/Forest pattern while Midwest Manager Jeff
Simpson held up the original Big Game/Open
Country. Sitka Gear recommends layering its gar-
ments for best performance. Whitetail hunters in the
midwest could follow this recipe offered by Sitka and
it’s marketing agency, Providence Marketing Group.

“To start with, all hunters need a base layer. The
ideal candidate for this crucial, next-to-skin compo-
nent is the Core Zip-T (Core Bottoms are available as
well), which features Silver Scent Elimination
Technology and Super Dry with Odor Technology.
Equally important is the insulation layer, and Sitka's
Kelvin Jacket fits the bill perfectly. The lightweight
Kelvin Jacket (Pants are available as well) has an
extreme heat-to-weight ratio and is filled with
Primaloft, a synthetic highloft insulation. Lastly, to
stave off the most brutal of outdoor conditions, Sitka
recommends the new Stratus Jacket and Bib. Both
feature Windstopper Fabric, a lightly brushed face to
eliminate noise, and full range of motion to aid in
every step of the hunt.”
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different models, including five that
are new this year. If you want to sam-
ple just one for your bowhunting
customers this fall, Simpson recom-
mends the Talus.

For more  about the 2010 line and
the Gore patterns, visit www.sitk-
agear.com or call 877-SITKA-MG.

G5
Joel Harris covered both the

Quest bow line and the G5 Accessory
line in his sessions with the media.
I’m going to focus on accessories just
because there’s so much going on in
that area.

Of course G5 gained fame as the
producer of tough, all-steel broad-
heads made through the metal injec-
tion molding process. Now there’s a
new three blade mechanical from
the Michigan firm. “This will proba-
bly be the most successful broad-
head we have ever launched,” Harris
said of the T-3, a three blade head
that has a profile pretty close to a
field point in flight, with its three
blades held almost parallel to the
axis. The fronts of the blades are cut
with a series of thin notches, to help
insure positive deployment. Instead
of rubber bands or O-rings G5 is
holding the blades closed with a
metal Spider Clip. Harris demon-
strated how the clip pops offs with
just 2 to 2.5 pounds pressure against
the blade’s front edge, flipping them
out like a switchblade to a 1.5 inch
cutting diameter.

After some hits the clip can be
reused, Harris said. If it’s deformed
you can buy a clip in a replacement
package that includes 12 regular and
12 “High Tension.” The high tension
clips are recommended for cross-
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Full Capture Drop-Away Rest

Accurate 
Quiet 
Dependable
The DOA is the fastest and smoothest  
drop-away arrow rest available.

 
let down

www.ArizonaArchery.com 

Sitka’s midwest manager recommended the
Talus Glove as good for bowhunters in colder
weather. The glove has a supple leather palm
and mesh back so it breathes freely. As you
can see, the figures are pre-curved to aid in
gripping tree steps and bow. This Bivy 30
pack is one of seven in the line. Jeff Simpson
likes the pull-out pad hidden
in the back panel that can
help cushion long glassing
sessions or do double
duty under a sleeping
bag. There’s a hidden
rain fly, a hydration sys-
tem and water bottle
pockets. Capacity  is a    

roomy 3000 cubic 
inches but you can 
remove the top of 
the pack to use it as

a more compact unit.
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bows or for any bow if you’ll be
shooting through a mesh window on
a blind. The MSRP on a three pack of
these new heads is $42.95.

Other bow and accessory com-
panies have entered the premium
quiver market, Harris said, and G5
decided to do so too with a model
that reflects both its heritage in
metal and its reputation for innova-
tion. The stem of the new Mag-Loc
Compact quiver is magnesium, a
metal that’s got vibration dampening
qualities.  

Neodymium, a rare earth ele-
ment, is mixed with iron and boron to
form the super magnets at the heart of
the quiver’s Mag-Loc attachment.
While many quivers offer some angle
adjustment this one allows you to set
it at any angle, and within its range, at
any height. G5 offers an accessory
mount that you can screw into a tree
or zip-tie to a treestand, with the same
easy magnetic latching. There’s also a
Mag-Loc Sight Mounted quiver that
lacks some of the versatility of the
“compact” model, but retails for $30
less, at $69.99.

G5 designed a sound-dampen-
ing over-molded hood for the Mag-
Loc quivers. It’s lined with a diecut
foam, but that foam is removable for
those who prefer to depend on the
twin set of Python Grip shaft retain-
ers, which handle any diameter
arrow shaft. You have a choice of fin-
ishes including Carbon Fiber,
Realtree AP, Realtree Max 1 and the
Lost Camo from Mathews.

You’ll chose from Black, Realtree
AP and Lost Camo if you order the
new Optix Rock sight from G5.
Unlike other Optix models that are
molded of magnesium, this sight is
machined of aluminum. The pins are
driven through a rack and pinion
system. To adjust them, you loosen
the set screw at the center of the
knurled bush-
ing, then you
turn the
bushing to
micro-adjust

the pin up or down. Twin tracks are
used, for close spacing of the metal
pins. G5 offers four and six pin mod-
els, in your choice of .019 or fine .010
fiber optics. Retail prices range from
$109 to $139.

New in the Expert line of arrow
rests is an Expert Pro, which, as the
name indicates, is for the more
advanced archer who wants to super
tune their setup. This rest has its
cord connected to the upward buss
cable.  As Harris demonstrated for
me, that drive cord is taut at brace
height, but goes loose as the bow is
drawn. That means there is no way
the rest can be affecting cam lean or
bow torque as the archer comes to
full draw. The Xpert Pro guides the
arrow for up to five times longer than
other drop-away styles, so for the
advanced archer who can check for
any fletching contact it can offer
superior accuracy.

For information on these G5
broadheads and accessories, or the
company’s 2010 line of Quest Bows,
reach the Michigan firm at  (810)
392-8431.

Spider Clips (colored blue above) work with tabs molded
into the T-3 blades to keep those blades
shut until the ribbed front edge of the 
blades contact hide. Note how weight has been carved from
the ferrule body and  threads. That’s possible because this 100 
grain broadhead uses MIM steel rather than machined aluminum.

The Optix Rock
sight uses a rack
and pinion system
to adjust pins.

The Mag-Loc sight comes in a
sight mount version (above) and
in a compact version that mounts
directly to the bow riser (at right).
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Morrell Manufacturing
Butch Thomas, the sales and

marketing manager for Morrell
Targets, doesn’t have to sell a target
suitable for both field points and
broadheads. That’s because the
Arkansas manufacturer makes both
foam targets for broadheads and
long-lasting bag targets for field
points. “We have a saying at Morrell,
don’t shoot one of our foam targets
with a field point, because it’s going
to take two men and a mule to pull it
out,” Thomas said. “Besides, you can
buy both styles of targets from us for
what you might pay for one layered
foam target.”

Broadhead-tipped arrows are
much easier to pull out of foam tar-
gets by Morrell than field points,
because the blades cut a path for the
shaft and both relieve the pressure
against it and reduce the friction that
can cause the foam to melt and bond
to the shaft. Provided their field
points are at or slightly smaller than
the shaft diameter, your customer
can get years of life out of a Morrell
bag target. They’re wound with so
many layers they’ll hold their shape
even when the cover is shredded,
Thomas said, and if you want to get

more use out of them you can slip
them inside a replacement cover
from the firm. Morrell sends a plastic
bag along with the replacement
cover that you first slip over the worn
target: That cuts the friction down
when you slip it into the tight-fitting
new case.

Morrell Targets are now
endorsed by Michael Waddell and
the Bone Collector team and by Lee
and Tiffany Lakosky of The Crush.
Those TV hunting  personalities are
prominently featured along with

new colors and graphics on models
like the Bone Collector Broadhead
Target and the MLT-Super Duper.
Pointing out the bright green color of
the latter, a big 25x27x15 inch thick
bag target, Thomas said, “I want my
products to be the spot in the store
that stands out. If I can do that, half
my battle is done right there.”

The newest target from Morrell
is also the smallest, a crossbow dis-
charge target the company designed
in a few hours after getting a request
from a customer. It’s small enough,

Butch Thomas holds the new Crossbow
Discharge Target introduced at the 2010
ATA Show. While small at 10x16x8 inches,
it’s tightly stuffed to withstand close-
range shots.
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and at $19.99 retail, inexpensive
enough, that crossbow dealers were
ordering them in droves at the ATA
Show. “We had a Canadian dealer
order 200 at a time,” Thomas said.

The friendly sales manager said
work is underway now to develop a
new “double duty” crossbow target
that will stop those short arrows fly-
ing up to 400 fps. The company
already has a “bow” target named
the 400 FPS, a 32-pound cube mea-
suring 19 inches on a side. It’s deco-
rated with a dart game, pool game,
bulls-eye and deer vitals, and has
risen to be number three in sales for
the firm. Like all the bag targets from
Morrell, it has an internal frame sys-
tem that squares off the edges and
lets you shoot right out to the edge. 
“That one’s wrapped with about 100
layers of material on the inside,”
Thomas commented.

For more information on targets
from Morrell Manufacturing, call
(800) 582-7438.

BowTech
Jake Siegel of the BowTech sales

staff and my long-time friend Jim
Velazquez, who assists the Oregon
manufacturer with media relations,
were at the Bowhunting Round Table
this summer to meet with the press.
Siegel started as a production worker
and now is a five-year veteran of the
sales team who services dealers in
Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West
Virginia and Oregon. With the help
of my editorial staff we’ve tested and
written extensively on BowTech’s
flagship models for 2010, the
Destroyer 340 and 350. Yet this was
my first chance to personally handle
and shoot the bows.

Siegel started off by commenting
on BowTech’s new marketing
approach, which is emphasizing
these two models rather than the
overall BowTech brand. It’s working,
Siegel said, because bowhunters are
coming through the door asking for
the bows and the trickle down effect
is  benefitting other BowTech and
Diamond by BowTech models as
well. Apart from price, which at $949
is in-line with premium models from
its competitors, I can’t imagine why a
hunter wouldn’t go home with a

Destroyer 340. The bow draws
smooth, shoots quiet and sits dead
in the hand. Siegel said he and the
other account executives present it
this way: “It’s a great hunting bow, it
just happens to be fast.”

BowTech engineers developed a
new type of eccentric, an OverDrive
Binary, that has cogs and splines
rather than the traditional smooth
axle and bearings. The original
Binary system achieved synchro-
nization by using a cable let-out
groove mounted on each cam. The
OverDrive Binary replaces the let-
out groove with a pair of eccentric
posts mounted on both ends of the
cam axle.This cam drive train turns
when the cam turns. Siegel drew the
bow slowly for me as I watched,
showing me how the cables still feed

out, though they move less than on
the original system. Getting the con-
trol cables off the cams means these
bows can have a split harness sys-
tem. “With a split harness this bow
allows you to manipulate cam posi-
tion, which you couldn’t do with our
original cam system,” he explained.

Being able to tune out cam lean
is just one advantage the Destroyer
models offer. It also uses a FLX-
Guard cable guard containment sys-
tem to reduce tension that can affect
bow tuning. “The majority of tension
goes into the control cable of a bina-
ry cam,” Siegel commented. “At full
draw in the Admiral there is over 350
pounds of tension.” As these
Destroyers (and the new AdmiralFLX
and SentinelFLX) are drawn, the
FLX-Guard moves inward, absorbing
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Butch Thomas is
next to the Yellow
Jacket Supreme F/P
and Yellow Jacket
Supreme B/H tar-
gets. These are larg-
er and heavier than
the standard Yellow
Jacket Targets. The
foam target he’s by
is 20x22x18 inches
and weighs 17
pounds. The bag tar-
get on the stand is
23x25x12 inches
and weighs 27
pounds, 10 more
than the Yellow
Jacket C-XP2 F/P.

ArrowTrade’s Tim Dehn inter-
views Jake Siegel before
shooting the BowTech
Destroyer 340 on the range.
The Destroyer 340 has a 7 inch
brace height with draw length
adjustment that covers 26 to
31 inches. The Destroyer 350
uses a different riser with a
shorter 6 inch brace height
and its adjustable eccentrics
go down 1 inch, to cover the
25 to 30 inch draw lengths.
Siegel said a lot of women are
opting for the Destroyer 350
in the 50 pound peak weight
range. These bows come stan-
dard in Realtree Hardwoods
HD camo, though six other
riser finishes are offered along
with black limbs.
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much of the cable guard torque that
would have been transferred to the
riser. That torque isn’t there to
induce lateral nock travel, meaning
these bows are more forgiving and
tuneable. “These bows accept so
many different arrow spines,” Siegel
said. 

“Limbs are the workhorse of any
bow,” Siegel continued. “The reason
we call these HardCore Limbs is they
stiffest and toughest on the market.
The stiffer the limb, the less you have
to move it to create the 70 pound
draw weight. As with any machine,
the less you move something, the
more efficient it is. We’re seeing effi-
ciency ratings that are pushing 90
percent with these bows.”

Adding to the toughness of the
limb is a multilayer construction
that sees layers of high strength
fiberglass being laminated to a light-

weight carbon core. BowTech also
uses an aluminum layer as part of
that sandwich, to reinforce the limb
fork area. 

Reach BowTech in Oregon at
(541) 284-4711.

Bear Archery
Every company strives to top

previous offerings, and if the
Destroyers are the best BowTechs
ever Bear Archery feels the same
about its new Attack and Assault
models. Marketing Director Ross
Rinehart said retailers have com-
mented to him about the strides the
Bear Archery bow line has made in
recent years. 

Bear was one of
the first brands to
draw bow limbs past
parallel and that is
taken to extremes
with the new Attack.
The Max Pre-Load
Quad limbs are
curved beyond par-
allel at brace height
and get even more
radical as you draw
the bow. Mirroring
the curve of the
limbs are new Dual
Arc Offset String
Suppressors.

Rather than put
the string suppres-

sor in line with the string, Rinehart
said they’ve been offset to allow the
use of a soft, preformed bumper that
comes in from the side. Bear intro-
duced twin suppressors a couple
years back, but Rinehart said high
speed photography helped the Bear
engineers design these new offset
string suppressors that are signifi-
cantly better at damping noise and
vibration.

Bear’s calling the perimeter
weighted E-Cam on this bow the
most efficient eccentric it’s ever
designed. You’re able to adjust it in 1
inch increments without the use of a
bow press, from 25 to 30 inches. With
a press, you can fine tune it to a cus-

Destroyer 340
from BowTech

Ross Rinehart holds the Bear Attack at full draw position.
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tomer’s draw length down to the half
inch. The Attack’s axle-to-axle length
is 31 inches and the long, stable riser
contributes to the 4.2 pound mass
weight. The flagship model is rated
by Bear at 332 to 340 fps, and at
$749.99 is priced a couple hundred
dollars less than premium bows in
other brands.

The Attack is just one of four new
adult bows this year, Rinehart point-
ed out. The Assault has some of the
same features, including the E-Cam
pivoting Zero-Tolerance Limb
Pockets and Dual Arc Offset String
Suppressors, but the riser is shorter,
less reflexed and the limb position
less radical. Bear has that 3.9 pound
model priced at $549.95. It also
comes in a Ready To Hunt package
with Trophy Ridge Whisker Biscuit
Rest, Trophy Ridge five pin sight,
Trophy Ridge quiver,  Trophy Ridge

stabilizer and string. Bear also
installs a nock loop and peep sight
for the dealers on the Assault, which
is rated at 320 to 328 fps

The Bear Strike and Bear Charge
are also new this year, and both use a
perimeter weighted inner cam sys-
tem that adjusts to all the available
draw lengths without the use of a
press. Bear uses Flared Quad Limbs
on both of these bows, a feature that
lets the firm mold them with a thin-
ner working area without cutting the
glass fibers. The Strike, with Dual Arc
String Suppressors and Zero-
Tolerance Limb Pockets, is priced at
$399.99 and rated at 302 to 310 fps.
Bowhunters looking for a bow that’s
lighter on the budget, and in the
hand, may opt for the 3.7 pound
Bear Charge at just $299.

Bear Archery is represented
nationwide by the Hudalla
Associates sales rep group, or you
can reach the corporate office by
calling (800) 694-9494.

Eastman Outdoors
Lenny Rezmer, the executive

vice present of Eastman Outdoors,
had time during the Round Table to
detail changes in the Carbon Express
arrow line and in the separate Gorilla
Gear line where he works as a con-
sultant.

Carbon Express has concentrat-
ed on high end shafts in the past few
years, he noted, but this year is beef-
ing up the offerings in the mid-
range. The company is also changing
the way it explains the technology
used in some shafts to make the
front portion heavier and the rear
portion stiffer. People keyed in on
the “weight-forward” concept of
models like the Maxima without
understanding these are “dual-
spine” arrows. You can boost the
Front of Center balance on an arrow
with just a heavier point. Carbon
Express is using a heavier BuffTuff
layer on the front and a lighter, stiffer
BuffTuff Plus layer on the rear third.
Arrows with that make-up have less
oscillation as they come off the bow,
recover faster and are more accurate,
Rezmer explained.

You can choose the “dual spine,
weight forward” technology in the

mid-priced Mayhem Hunter, or if
your customer wants to cut his cost,
he can opt for the Mayhem version.
Both arrows use K-360 degree weave
technology, a construction process
which Rezmer said makes the spine
consistent around the entire shaft. If
you order them as finished arrows,
you can choose between Bohning’s
popular Blazer vanes and the Fusion
vanes from Norway Industries that
Rezmer had a hand in designing.

Hunters who appreciate using a
heavier shaft should be interested in
the PileDriver series. Rezmer said
extensive penetration testing was
done in the third floor laboratory of
the Carbon Express arrow plant in
Korea, showing the benefit of heavier
shafts in carrying more kinetic ener-
gy and penetrating deeper into the
test blocks of ballistic gelatin. Lighter
shafts may help you connect with
the vitals, but once an arrow hits an
animal weight is the main determi-
nant of how well it will penetrate.
“Our PileDriver Hunter is our best
penetrating arrow,” Rezmer said. “It
also gets a Diamond-Coat sealant
the makes it stronger, like case-hard-
ening does to a metal surface. The
coating makes it quieter on your rest
and the more you shoot it into tar-
gets the shinier it gets and the easier
it gets to pull out.”

As with the Mayhem and
Mayhem Hunter, the PileDriver
Hunter has the weight forward, dual
spine advantage while the PileDriver
has uniform weight per inch along
its length.

Hunters looking for a light, inex-
pensive carbon arrow should check
out the new Mutiny. Carbon Express
is using a lower grade of carbon in
this shaft to make it more affordable,
Rezmer said, though that’s not
apparent once the shaft receives its
Diamond-Coat sealant.

Amped-XS is a new youth arrow
from Carbon Express designed as an
alternative to the size 1820 alu-
minum shaft being used in most
youth archery programs. It matches
the spine, the weight and 30 inch
length of the “official” arrow but is
built with an ultra-fine woven fiber-
glass to make it extremely durable.
You’ll pay about 25 percent more for
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Bear Assault in the Ready to Shoot version.
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this than the aluminum arrows when
you purchase them in quantity,
Rezmer said, but the Amped-XS
shafts will last far longer.

For more about Carbon Express
arrows and broadheads, call (800)
241-4833.

Norway Industries
Tim Kent, who heads the T-13

Creative agency, was at PASA Park
representing Norway Industries.
Kent had helped set up my trip to
the Oregon plant that resulted in the
May, 2009 cover story on the devel-
opment of the Fusion vane. That
vane, which combines a Duravane-
like soft base with a stiffer blade
material, is now the basis for a whole
family of Fusion products. The origi-
nal Fusion was 2.1 inches long and
.56 high, and it gained a lot of sales
with people who were already com-
fortable using short, high profile
fletching. Someone who was still
shooting a 5 inch vane or 4 inch
feather could have trouble “wrap-
ping their head around a 2 inch
vane,” Kent said, which is why the 3
inch Fusion fane was added. That
model is lower, at .45 inches high,
and could be a better choice for
someone shooting off a fixed rest.

At the ATA Show this past
January, Norway’s Jill Haliburton
and Janis Melton were showing a
new vane, a compact 1.5x.45 inch
Fusion aimed at FITA or 3-D shoot-
ers. “That small base works great on
small diameter shafts like the Easton
Axis,” Kent told me in Illinois. 

What’s next from Norway? Kent
had samples of a new vane, as yet
un-named, that gathers light along
its flat surfaces and focuses it out the
edges, much like a fiber optic
absorbs and transmits light to its
end.  “This would be Pope & Young
legal and legal in states that current-
ly prohibit lighted nocks,” he noted.

Norway’s StringTamer was one
of the first popular after-market
string stoppers, but the array of
styles got a little confusing as the
firm developed versions for many
different kinds of risers. Norway was
able to simplify the line into just two
styles, one for mounting to the rear
stabilizer mounting hole, one for
mounting to the front stabilizer
hole. The  Rear-Mount StringTamer
GII covers brace heights from 4-1/4
to 8-1/8 inches, while the front

PileDriver (above) and Mayhem from Carbon Express

The Exo Tech
Safety Harness
from Gorilla was
introduced last
year but then
recalled, Lenny Rezmer told ArrowTrade,
when the Treestand Manufacturer’s
Organization issued new guidelines
requiring suspension relief systems. This
pouch was added (see inset photo) that
holds the climbing strap and suspension
relief strap. In case of a slip from a stand,
the new strap can be placed under the feet
to take weight off the leg straps, allowing
normal blood flow to resume.

Gorilla developed a patented 30 inch
shock-absorbing tether for the safety har-
ness. It’s covered in a woven fabric that
changes color to red if the harness has
been stressed and should be replaced.
Reach Gorilla at (877) 685-7817.
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mount version spans 6 to 11
inches. They do require you to
cut an aluminum rod to
length but dealers much pre-
fer that over the multiple
SKUs, he said. While it’s true
many current bows come
with a string stopper from the
factory, Kent said there is still
a big group of older bows that
could benefit from them as well as
entry-level models that could be
upgraded with the accessory that
reduces noise and vibration. 

The machine shop at Norway
Industries has long been an OEM
supplier to the automotive accessory
market, and this year the firm intro-
duced its own product aimed at
sportsman. It’s called the Hitch Hero
and slips into any standard pickup or
SUV receiver hitch. It functions as a
step or you can flip it over and use
the twin compartments to hold tools
or food and water for your dog. It
also serves as an emergency shovel.

Summit Treestands
Marketing Director Jason

Gordon of Summit Treestands had
brought two new models with him
that should look familiar to any deal-

er already carrying the Viper stands.
These American-made, all-alu-
minum Switchblade and Dagger
climbers differ from the Vipers in
three respects. 

First, the support arms on them
have been given a downward curve,
Jason said, which makes them more
comfortable to sit in for extended
periods. “It lets your own arms be
more relaxed with the concave arch
we’ve put in them,” Gordon said.

Second, the seat position on the
hand-climber Dagger and seat-
climber Switchblade is angled back
compared to the Viper stands. “If
people will try these out they will
realize they are quite a bit more
comfortable,” Gordon added.

Finally, the Switchblade and
Dagger let the arms fold down flat
against the base for transport, once
you remove a single knob. That
makes them easier to fit inside a car
or SUV. 

I stood on the corner of the base
for these stands and they seemed to
have the rigidity that many people
like in Summit Stands. They’re not
the lightest climbers on the market,
at 20 pounds for the Dagger and 24

for the Switchblade, but they are
roomy, comfortable and built to last.
Gordon said independent retailers
can order these new stands through
distributors or buying groups, at a
price that will let them retail them
for $279 to $300.

If you’d like more information
about the 2010 line from Summit
Treestands, call the Alabama manu-
facturer at (256) 353-0634.

Bushnell Outdoor Products
Bushnell had its latest binocu-

lars, rangefinder and combination
products set up for us to try on the
porch of the PASA Park clubhouse.
Public Relations Manager Jen

Fusion vanes from Norway are readily identifiable
because they combine a clear base with colored
shaft. At right, Tim Kent of the T-13 agency uses a
Norway Zip Strip to peel vanes from a carbon shaft.

Jason Gordon showed me how compact
the base for the new climbers fold, once
you remove a single knob (above). At
right, Summit developed this Mega Blind
for wheelchair hunters and for parents
who might want to have youngsters
along. It measures 6x9 feet. The Hunter
Seat he’s holding at right is a simple
design used by leaning up against a tree.
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Messelt had also set up large deer
photos at various ranges, so we
could experiment with the Fusion
1600 Arc and Bowhunter Laser
Rangefinder. The Fusion 1600 Arc
looks like a fine pair of 10x42 binoc-
ulars, and it is. The buttons on top of
the armored housing are the tip-off
that it’s also a precise ranging unit,
handling distances out to 1,600 yards
and automatically calculating the
ballistic range when aiming uphill or

down. It’s programmed for both bow
and rifle modes, Messelt said. “This
has our Rainguard coating on the
lens to keep them clear in rain. It’s
got the locking diopters and eye-
cups. It’s rainproof and fog-proof
and at about 30 ounces, you’re not
having to carry extra weight to have
that rangefinding ability,” Messelt
said. The Fusion 1600 Arc is designed
to retail for $899, while the Bushnell
Laser Rangefinder is just $229. This
light little unit offers one-hand oper-
ation and includes angle compensa-
tion. A neat accessory to sell with it is
a magnetic holster with a tether. You
can set the holster up on a belt,
backpack strap, treestand safety har-
ness or binocular harness.

Bushnell is including a comfort-
able binocular harness with the new
Legend 8x36 Ultra HD, one with a
wide fabric back. The package also
has a hard-shell case, a nice touch
for the extra protection it offers.
These binoculars are using the color-
correcting ED glass that used to be
found only on top end models.
They’re water-
proof, have the
Rainguard coat-
ed lenses and
include the lock-
ing diopter set-
ting and twist-up

eyecups. Yet the best part is the price,
just $249 at retail.

Some hunters are obsessive
about knowing the latest weather
conditions, and for them Bushnell
has the 7-Day Hunt FXi. This $99.99
unit is 7 by 4 by 2 inches thick and
receives seven day forecasts through
AccuWeather.com. The hunter can
program it for his five favorite hunt-
ing spots, whether they are in the
back yard or across the country, and
know variables like wind speed and
direction, moon phase, air pressure,
chance of precipitation and sunrise
and sunset times.

You can get more information
about any of these products from
Bushnell’s Kansas headquarters by
calling (913) 752-6105.

Code Blue
The company that started with

single-source sex scents continues to
expand its product line. Brand
Manager Steve Lambeth started off
by showing me the EliminX Stealth
Pouch, pre-filled with the Stealth

Bushnell developed this steel Bear Safe to protect its game cam-
eras. It can be nailed or bolted to a tree or attached with a ratch-
eting strap. Like its competitors Bushnell has also been improving
its game cameras. Jen Messelt said a set of 8 AA lithium batteries
can last a year now, while they capture 10,000 to 12,000 images.

This binocular harness and a hard shell
case come with the inexpensive Legend
8x36 Ultra HD binoculars from Bushnell.
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Dust odor killer the company had on
display last year. The pouches are
mess-free and they are handy for
putting in boots, bow cases, back-
packs and hunting vehicles. There
are twin pouches sealed in each
package, and once you unseal them
they should absorb odor all hunting
season long.

Code Blue has a wide line of
other scent killers in its EliminX line,
the newest of which is a new package
for the spray product. “EliminX 360
is the same formula as you find in
our regular sprayer package, but this
360 is an aerosol,” Lambeth said. The
scent killer comes out in a fine, even
mist and it’s easy for a person to get
places like the bottom of boots and
the back. You get more even cover-
age and the mist penetrates clothing
better than larger droplets, Lambeth
said. In tests the aerosol package con-
sistently outlasted the spray package.

Code Blue had a wind detector in
the line but like other powder-based
products, gravity reduced its effective-
ness in fine wind currents. Lambeth
let me play with the new Smoke
Detector from Code Blue, which cre-
ates a white smoke as it mixes with air.
It’s packed in a handy squeeze bottle
like other wind detectors.

Will your customers pay to buy
dirt? They probably will if it’s dirt
loaded with Code Blue scent. Grave
Digger is finely powdered dirt that is
seeded with a time release scent that’s

moisture activated. It can be used to
start a mock scrape or to enhance an
actual scrape. Dig a hole with your
boot heel, Lambeth said, big enough
to hold three fourths of the package.
Pour the remainder on top. The Grave
Digger will have a scent immediately
and any moisture, from dew to rain,
will bring more scent to the surface.
Code Blue says the Grave Digger is
guaranteed to put out scent for 30
days, and it offers it in three deer
scents: Whitetail Buck Urine,

Whitetail Scrape
Mate and Whitetail
Doe Estrus. There’s
also a package for
moose hunters, with
a hefty two pounds
of Grave Digger.

With restric-
tions on baiting
cropping up in dif-
ferent states, Code
Blue developed a
food-free Urge liq-
uid attractant. It’s
designed to be
sprayed on foliage,
either around your
deer stand or to
bring deer into a
new food plot.
“When they eat it, it

stimulates their appetite and makes
them want to eat more. It also creates
a territorial behavior so they’re more
protective of their food source,”
Lambeth said.

Code Blue sells the Urge Triple
Threat Stimulant three ways. You can
buy a 32 ounce jug or gallon jug of
ready-to-use solution. “We also sell a
concentrate to spray on food plots,
that you can dilute as high as four to
one, Lambeth concluded.”

To get pricing or other informa-
tion on any Code Blue product men-
tioned, reach the Alabama firm at
(251) 368-4089.

Editor’s Note: Mark Sidelinger of
Media Direct developed the
Bowhunting Round Table four years
ago as a way to bring clients face to
face with the media in a more
relaxed atmosphere than is available
at the ATA Show or SHOT Show,
where dealers naturally have prefer-
ence. The agency opened it up to
additional manufacturers the follow-
ing year and Sidelinger told me the
event will continue as long as manu-
facturers and media people feel it’s
worthwhile. Manufacturers interest-
ed in slots available for next summer
can contact Kim Cahalan at the
agency’s Illinois office, by calling
(309) 944-5341.

At right, Steve Lambeth
holds the new Code Blue
Grave Digger, which com-
bines dirt with a time
release, moisture activat-
ed scent. Below, Smoke
Detector can be used to
detect even very light
wind currents.
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